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COLOR NEGATIVES AND COLOR PRINTS 

CHAPTETt I 

INTRODUCTI ON 

The purpose of this paper Is to examine certain 

color photoßraphy materials to determine how readily their 

use may be modified to make color neatives and. color 

prints. The materials stio were: An$co Color Film, 

Ansco Printon, Ektachrome ana. Kodacolor. Of this group 

the first three are positive color materials. Kod.acolor 

is a color negative film proces3ed. by the Eastman Kod.ak 

Company. A positive color film i one which yields a 

transparency in which an object is represented by d.ye 

deposits simulnting the objeots own natiral colors. 

A co1o. negative is a color film nnegativer? in which an 

object is represented by dye deposits reproucin colors 

complementary to those in the original object. For ex- 

ample, red. objects would appear cyan, green objects ma- 

genta, and. blue objects yellow. A more detailed explana- 

tion of the function of these colors will be given when 

the various color film materials are described. 



At the prosent time most color prints ere ma1e from 

positive color trnspareuicies. Phe outstand.ini udvtmtae 

of this method is that the positive color transparencies 

may often be used. in viewers or in slide projectors. How- 

ever, when color prints are made from positive color film 

complex and. timc-consumin procedures are necessary. 

beverel methods have been commercially developed 

that simplify the making of color prints. these newer 

methods depend on the use of color negntivea. The Eastman 

Kodak Company has color negative processes known as Kod.a- 

color and Ektacolor. The latter has been especially devel- 

oped for use with the dye transfer method. of rnakin color 

prints. The Ansco Company has reseritly announced a color 

negative material called Plenacolor. 

The uso of color negatives to make color prints 
is associated, with a number of advantaîes in time, economy 

and. procedure. This paper will discuss the problems of 

converting Ansco Color Filin, JLflSOO Printon and. Eastman 

Ektachrome to the color negative process of making color 

prints. The color print material used. in these experi- 

ments was Arisco Printon. 
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CHìPTE} II 

SUBTh.ACTIVE COLOR THEORY 

The choice of dye colors in the color film mater- 

lais just mentioned. is based. primcrily on the theory of 

subtrctive colors and the behvior of the human eye. The 

Youn-Heimholtz theory of color vision (12, p.2) Is often 

cited. This theory assumes that there are three primìry 

visual receptor systems in the eye and that colors ere 

perceived cccordiw to the way these receptor systei:s ai'O 

stimulated. The eye does not seem to be able to respond. 

to weve1engths of light selectively. It is not possible 

for the eye to tell whether a given color is the sensation 

prothiced. by monochromatic lieht or whether it is produced. 

by a whole series of wr.ve1enths. For instance the 110. 

5 A filter aae by V'ratten transmits red lieht with wave- 

lengths above 600 mp.. The eye can not dIstinguish this 

red. lieht from thnt produced by monochromatic light whose 

wevelenth is 610 m.t (12, p.). The Youn&-Helmholt 

theory assumes that the sensation produced by any one 

color can be matched by the proper mixture of tile three 



fundamental colors called primaries. The visible spectrum 

is divided into three parts: red., green and. blue. The 

exact boundaries are somewhat arbitrary because of other 

factors that enter into color reproduction. Red., green 

and blue are called the additive primaries. lffegenta, cyan 

and. yellow are called. the su.btractive primaries. When red 

and. green light are mixed the eye sees yellow. Red. and. 

blue light mixed produce the sensation of purple or magenta. 

Blue and green light mixed produce the sensation of blue- 

green or cyan. 

Blue 

Gr een 

Magenta 

COLOR TRIANGLE 

lied. 
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Yellow light athiod to blue light in the proper 

rroportion will produoe the senst ion or white, and yellow 

and blue are thererore called oomplcrnentrry colors. Ited. 

and cyan and green and magenta are likewise pairs of corn- 

plernentary colors. 

Magenta, yellow, and cyan are called the subtrac- 

tive primaries beetuse they produce colors by absorbing 

aertin portions of white light. For this reason these 

colors are sometimes named in t e folloir manner: 

magenta may be called minus-green, yellow may be called 

minus-blue and cyan may be known as minus-red. For ex- 

ample, e subtractive yellow dye produces the sensation of 

yellow by absorbing blue light from white light. However, 

in the additive system yellow is produced by the addition 

of red and green light. 

A primary red filter such as the Wratten o. 9 

(F) (30, p.39) transmits about one-third of the visible 

spectrum and absorbs the remaining two-t'iirds. .. sub- 

tractive yellow filter such as the Wratten o. 1 trans- 

rit bout two-thirds of the visible spectrum and absorbs 

ono-tird (30, p.33). According to the Young-Helmholtz 

theory of color vision if all three visual receptor sys- 

tems of the eye are stimulated in equal amounts the 
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the sensation of white is produced.. If only two receptor 

systems are affected, in equal amounts the sensation is 

that of a color which d.ed to the third color produces 

white. The Yow-Helmholtz theory of color vision is 
mentioned. in this discussion because it will aid. the under- 

standing of three-color photography. According to Hartrid.ge 

(15, p.395) the three-colc' theory is useful under averaie 

conditions of lighting, adaptation and field size, but mod- 

ern research in color vision has produced facts that are 

not adequately explained. by the Young-Helmholtz theory. 

Modern polychrometic theories of color vision ore very com- 

plex ond. therefore will not he discussed in this paper. 

Ânsoo Color Film, Ansco Printon, Ektachrome and. 

Kodacolor have emulsions that make use of three super- 

imposed dye layers. The three dye layers are: magenta, 

cyan rnd yellow. Although the materials and. processing 

method.s differ the final color pioture in each case is 
based. on three-color theory. The structure of Ansco Color 

Film will be described in the next chapter in order to il- 
lustrate the application of the subtractive color theory 

to the design of moncpaok color film. 



CHAPT1I III 
.AISCO COLOI FIL1. 

fiITSCO COLOR FILM STRUCTURE. This film is rnad.e by 

coating a nwiber of different emulsion 1arors a clear 

film bese. The top in,rer is sensitive to blue light arid. 

prod.uoes a yellow d.ye upon color d.evelonent. Beneath the 

top layer is a yellow filter layer designed to prevent the 

transmission of blue lieht to the lower layers. The emul- 

slon layer beneath the yellow filter Is sensitive to green 

light and. prod.uces a magent dye. Beneath this 18 a red.- 

sensitive layer which prod.uoos a cyan d.ye. There 1$ an 

anti-halation coating between the red-sensitive layer and. 

the film base. Each emulsion layer is about 0.0002 inches 

thick (18, p.553). The history and structure of Ànsco 

Color Film is given in the Anseonian article (1, p.1-12). 

The film is processed. by reversal, the dyes being formed. 

during second. development in a p-phenylenediamine-type 

color developer. Tungsten type film ts balanced. for 3200° 

K. and. daylight type film is balanced. for 54000 K. 

Daylight film has an ASA speed of 10 and. tungsten film 

also has a speed. of ASA 10. 
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CONVENTIO:AL DE11ELOPMET. The conventional method 

of d.eve1opin Anco Color Film jositive transparencies will 

be d.escribed first in order to fai1itate the color nega- 

tive discussion appearin later in this paper. 

After 'oper exposure the film is put in a very 

active first developer which produces a silver image in 

each eriulsion layor where it has been affected by lieht. 
The first developrient prod.uees a black negative image con- 

sistiiì of silver. The film is then put in a short stop 

followed by a hardening bath. After it is in the hard- 

eniní bath three minutos room lichts may be turned. on for 

all further processini steps. Fol1owinj the hcrdenine 

bath the film is washed in water and. then given an expo- 

sure to white liiht to make all residual silver bromide 

developable. The film is now color developed. Here all 
the remaining silver bromide is reduced and. a dye is pro- 

duced in each emulsion layer by p-phenylened.iarnine reac- 

tion products that combine with colorless dye-forming 

substances to make a certain dye in each light-sensitive 
layer of the film. The dye image in any Given layer is 
complementary to the color recorded in that layer during 

the first exposure. 



The top layer records blue light and, forms a yel- 

low d.yo (minus blue), the middle layer records green light 
and forms magenta (minus green) and. the bottom layer re- 

cords fed light and forms a cyan dye (minus red). All 

silver bromide is developed by either the first or second. 

developers. The silver is part of the negative or positive 

images t this stage of the processing. The film is again 

put in a short stop bath, a hardening bath and a wash 

bath. The dye images are not very apparent at this stage 

because they are obscured by the silver images. 

Therefore, the film is then put in a bleaching bath 

which converte the silver images into a compound which will 

dissolve in plain hypo (sodium thiosulfate). The bleach- 

ing bath is followed by a wash bath in water. A hypo bath 

is used to clear the film of silver compounds so that the 

dye images may be free to form a color picture. Plie film 

is given a final wash in water to remove the hypo. Duo to 

the structure of the film, a single color developer pro- 

duces the three dye images simultaneously. Arisco Color 

Film is designed so that anyone may learn to process it 
successfully. Brilliant color transparencies with a den- 

sity range up to 2.7, as measured by a Haynes K-2 enlarging 

photometer (16, p.102-i05), may be made. 
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MISCO COLOli FILM PROCESSING PROCEDURE 

1. Fir3t Deve1oer. Develop tuní8ten or d.ay1iht type 
film 14 minutes it 68° F. \gitate gently first i 

minutes, and every 15 socon thereafter. 

. Short S1o. i minute at with itatio. 

3. Harderte. . 4 rnixiutes at 68° F. with aitatioii. 
right light may be turned on for all following steps. 

4. Rins. 3 minutes in running water at 68° F. 

5. Second Exposure. Expose film to No. 2 floodiamp at 
d.istaiice of 3 feet, l. rinutes í'or each siie. 

6. Color Developer. 1G raixiu.tes at 68° . itate first 
mmnutes, and every 15 seconds thereafter. 

7. Short Stop. i minute at G8° '. with eitation. 

8. llardener. 4 minutes at 68° F. with agitation. 

9. rash. 5 minutes in running w3ter at 68° F. 

10. Bleach. 8-10 minutes at 68° 1'. Continuous agitation. 

11. Wash. 3 minutes in running water at 68° F. 

12. Fix. 4 minutes at 68° F. with agitation. 

13. Wash. 10 minutes in running water at 68° F. 

14. Dryii. Wipe gently with clean damp chamois or vis- 
cose sponge and dry at room terperature in dust-free 
spaae. 

An extra hardening bath and rinse may be used 

after step io. 13 if the film shows a tendency to reticu- 

late. Added imformat ion about processing procedure may 

be found in (5, p.10-iS), (6, p.8-li) and (8, p.?O-42). 



LNCO COLOh FILi PROCE(3SIIG F0ì.L!BLAS 

First 1)eveloDer, Ansco No. 507,. 

11 - ç; ..................... 
Metol . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
bodiuxn sulfite. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Hydroone. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Sod.iu carbonte, monohydìate... 
Sodiurn thiocyanate.... . . . .... .. . . 

Potassiur bromide.. ... ....... 
Vater to make. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

"evelop 14 mInutes rt &3° F. 

Short Stop, Ansco Ito. 858. 

750 oc 
3 grams 

50 grams 
6 grams 

40 trams 
grams 

7, grams 
i liter 

Vater 65_900 F..................... 750 cc 
LcetIcc1d,glac1al............... 10 cc 
Sodiuznaeetate..................... 20 grains 
7ater to raake...................... t 1i'er 
Use i to 2 minutes at 660 F. 

Hardener, Ansco No. 901. 

,'uter 65-90° i..............,...... 750 oc 
Potasslumchromealuzn.............. 30 grams 
'atcr uO IflaA.O. . a . . a . . . a a . . a a a a a a a i iit3_ 

Je 4 minutes at 68° F. 

Color Dev1oer, .nsoo .. o. 0Q5. 

7ater 6;-90 1F. a a a . a a a a a s a a a a a a a a a a 

Arisco dicolamine. . . . . . . a , . a a . . a , 

Lcdium biuulfite. . . . . a . a . a . a a a . a a a 

Sodium carbonate, monohydrated. . ... 

:ot3iui bromide. . . . a . a a a a a a a a a . a 

Water to make....aa..a.........aa.. 

Develop 16 mInutes at 68° F. 

750 cc 
16 oc 
i gram 

67.5 grams 
i gr am 
i liter 

li 



Bleaoh, Ansco ?o. 709. 

o 
Vater 65-90 .i...................... 
Dipotassium mono-sodium ferrioya- 
nicke or potassium fe.tiioyiiniie..... 
Potassium bromide.. . ..... ... . . 

Dibasic sodium phosphate..... .. 
Eodium bisulfate... ...... . . . . . . .. 

. 
ter to ia:e. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

Use 8-lò minutes a1 6° .. 

.ix, Ansoo o. 300. 

a -j 

750 cc 

60 rams 
15 grams 
13 grams 
6 grams 
i liter 

Sodium thiosu1fte. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 200 
Vater12°Y. tomake.............. i 

Use 4 minut3 at 68 F. 

gr aine 
i i t; er 

The cheiisb.'y and. use of t'ne above formulas is 

discussed by James E. Bates in (5, p.ÌO-14) and in 

(&3, p.3-li). 
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hEDUCING 6OLUTIO1 FOR ANSCO COLOIC FILM AITh PhINPmJ 

It Is nossible to obtain $orne degree of color cor- 

rection by means of proport1on1 recors which act on a 

given dye 1tyer In an !uisco Color Film transparency or In 

Ansco Printon. Overexposed film can not be correctea by 

thoso iolutions. TTndoroxposed or well exposed. film can be 

modified. conSIderably by the proper choice oÍ reducing 

bath2. Those reOEucers act slowly onojh ro that the pro- 

gre of the treanent riry be observed and conrol1ed. 
In case the over-all densIty of a film nceds to be reduced 

it is well to stnrt with the yellow reducer first, then 

follow wIth the cyan and rnaenta reducers in tht order. 

Yellow reducer 

Pota3siumferricyanicle..............O ßrarns 
bodiuinhydroxide................... 3 grams 
Boric ac .d . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . i 5 ¿grams 
vTater to rnake....................... i liter 

Pr000d'ure; 

1. 5 minutes in 1 rormaldehyde solution 6O-7° F. 
2. 5 rniiiutec wash. 
3. 1-3 minutes In yellow reducer at 680 F. 
4. 15 minute fina]. wash. 

Cyan reducer: 

¿rams 
Chlor-hydrocjuinone... .. . .. . . .... 10 grams 
ViatertomaKe ....... ................ 1. liter 
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Proc ed.iire: 

1. minutes in L formaldehyde solution 60-70° 
2. 5 minutes wash. 
3. 1-5 minutes in cyan reducer at 68° '. 

4. 15 minutes final wash. 

Lra&ent reducer: 

odiuinsu1f1te......................18 grams 
.. crams 

Water tomake ..... 1 liter 

Procedure: 

1. minutos in 1% formaldehyde solution 60-70° F. 
2. 5 minutes wash. 
3. 2-6 minutes in magenta reduoer at 68° F. 
4. 2-3 minutes in 5 grams sodium esrbonate 

monohydrated, per liter of water at 65-70° F. 
E. 0 minutes wash. 

It is advisable to preparo these solutions on the 

same day they- are to be used. These three reducers work 

better on Ansco Color Film than they do on Printon. There 

is a tendency to weaken shadow areas on Printon before 

sufficient change occurs in the middle and lieht tones 

(8, p.36-37). Freauent inspection for color chenes 

should be made when using any of the above reducers. If 

a color is reduced too much it cen not be restored. 

Additional formulas for correcting dominant hues in Ansco 

Color Film are given in (14, p.4l-4l?). 
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CBAPTt IV 

AISCO COLOR PRINTON 

PINTOI' STiilTCTURT. Printon 1i a photographic col- 

or print material that may be usei. to maize color prints 

directlr from ny good. positive color transparency. It 

consists of' an opaque white base reflectthg surface coated 

with three light-sensitive emulsion layers and. a yellow 

filter layer between the blue-sensitive and green-sensi- 
tive emulsions. The structure and theory of Printon is 

very much the seme as that for Arisco Color Film with the 

exception that Printon is designed to be viewed by lieht 

reflected from its white base instead of transmitted 

light as in the case of positive color transparencies. 

The basic principle of Printon is that of repro- 

ducing in the three Printon emulsion layers the three dye 

images of the original color transparency. A sheet of 

Printon may be exposed to light transmitted through a 

gìven color transparency by either a contact printer or 

an enlarger. The reproduction of yellow will be explained 

to illustrate the action of Printon. 
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For example, a yellow dye image in a given color 

transparency may be called minus blue. Therefore, when 

Printon receives lieht transmitted through this dye layer 

the yellow is really made up of red and. green light. The 

red and. green light affect the red. and. green light-sensi- 

tive lcyers in the Prïnton. Negative silver images are 

then formed. in these layers by first development in a 

black and white developer. 

When the Printon is re-exposed to white light only 

the blue portion of the white light is recorded on the 

Printon as the red. and. green light-sensitive layers have 

already produced their images. Therefore, the blue-sen$i- 

tive emulsion of the Printon is now the only one left to 

react with the color developer. The color developer forms 

both a silver image und a yellow dye imago in the blue- 

sensitive emulsion. The yeliow dye image is mudo visible 

by bleaching and. removing all the silver images. 

In studying the reproduction of color with those 

materials we must remember that their design is based. on 

subtractive color theory. A stud.y or processing proce- 

dure will reveal additional similarities betweun Ansco 

Color Film and. Ansco Printon. 
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AISCO COLOR PRIITTOT tOCESSING PROCEDURE 

1. Developer. Develop 12 minute8 it 68° F 
Mitate gently first minute, then for 5 seoond.s 
once every minute tho'eartr. 

s short Stop. minuteu at 6O F with níçitrition. 
toom 11hts mzy be tw'ned on for all Thllow1n steps. 

3. Wash. 2 minutes in rmining water at 68° F. 

4. Second Exposure. Expose for 2 minutes to Jco. j 
?loo?OEarnp at .I.stance of 3 feet. 

5. 2o10 Develqper. 12 mInutes at 68° F. fij1tate 

gintly first minute, then for seoonds once every 
minute thereafter. 

6. Short i mirute at 68° F. with agit.tion. 

7. ardener. 4 minutes at 600 with aî1tat1on 

6. !ns:t. minutes in water at T'. 

9. Bleach. 10 minutos at 68 F. with a1tation. 

lo. Wash. 4 miiutcs in running water at 68° F. 

11. . 4 minutes at 68° F. with ajitation. 

12. Wash. iO minutes in runniw water at 68° F. 

13. Dryiri.g. Dry at room temperature in dust-free space. 

The color developer may be a skin irritant for 

some people. The bleachi bath contains some cyanides. 

Therefore, it is unwise to dip one's hands into these 

solutions or to inhale their vapors. Time and tempera- 

ture data are given in (4, p.12) and in instructions 

included in Printon Developing Outfits. 



A.NSCO COLOh PRINTON PROCESSING F0RtULAS 

First Developer, nsco No. 50e. 

Use Ansco No. 502 as given for color film on page 11. 

Short Stop, Arisco No. 858. 

Use Ansco ITo. 858 as given for color film on page 11. 

HarOener, Arisco No. 901. 

Use Arisco o. 901 as given for color film on page 11. 

Fix, Ansco Lo. 800. 

Use Ansco No. 800 as given for color f ihn on page 11. 

The above Printon formi1as are the same as those 

for Arisco Color Film. Only the color developer ana. the 

bleach formulas are different. 

Color Developer, Arisco No. 652. 

; Vater 6;-75° F..................... 
Dicolamine. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

Sodium sulfite..................... 
Sod.iuLl carbonate, monohydrated. . ... 
Hydroxylamino hydrochloride. . . . . ... 
Potassium bromide. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

ater to make. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

Develop 1. mInutes at 68° F. 

750 cc 
ir 
L*-J CO 
19 grams 
80 grams 
i gram 

grams 
i liter 

(Formula No. 654 Color Develooer is used 20 minutes 
at 68 F.) 
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I3lench, Ansco ITo. 705À. 

rater 55_9Q0 F......................... 750 cc 
Dipotassiuni mono-sodium ferricyanide.... 150 grams 
Dibasicsodiumphosphate................. 40 grnms 
Soditun bisulfate... 11 ... ....... 30 grams 
Formalin, 40. ..... . . . . ....... . . . . . . . . . 0 cc 
Water to make........................... i liter 
tise 10 minutes at 60° F. 

Further iiformat ion about Printon processing 

formulas may be obtained from (4, p.10-15). If difficulty 
is encountered with stains which appear during drying, the 

prints can be given a i minute treatment in a lt formalin 

bath. The prints shiild then be hung to dry without any 

additionrl washing in water. 

Various processing formulas will be found in ref- 

erences according to the time of their publication. At 

times it is difficult to obtain all the reants needed. 

In these cases lt Is easier to buy developing kits which 

contain all the ingredients in packaged form ready to be 

mixed and used. according to the instructions contained in 

the packages. 
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MSC0 COLOR PhINTOI COLOR CONTROL 

The eniulsion layers of Printon are sensitized to 

light of the additive primaries, red, green and. blue, but 

the colors formed in the layers after color development 

are those of the subtractive primries, cyan, mngenta and 

yellow (8, p.54). Since the three layers are exposed 

simultaneously in the conventional Printon process the 

reltivo amounts of red, green and blue light in the light 
source affect the color balance of the final print. 

It is necessary to balance each optical system 

individually as there are too many variables in lamps, 

enlargers, volta.es, lenses and. other factors to prescribe 

a universal color balance arrangement that would. be good. 

for all eases. This difficulty in balancing the optical 
system for color is overcome by the use of gelntine foil 
filters based on the subtractive primaries. The filters 
are inserted in the optical system of the enlarger or 

contact printer and the filter combinations are varied 

until a print with good color balance is obtained. The 

best filter combination is then assumed es standard for 

that particular optical systea and. it need not be disturb- 

ed when other color prints are being exposed. 
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The compensating filters are supplied, in the fol- 
lowing colors and. numb ers: 

Yellow 23 Magenta 33 Cyan 43 
24 34 44 
25 35 45 
26 36 

The filters are so designed that any filter in a given 

series has twice the density of the preceding filter on the 

list. For example, one yellow 25 equals two yellow 24's 

or four yellow 23's. The first filter correction to be 

made in any optical system used in making prints is that 

recommended on a ¿iven Printon package. This correction 

allows for emulsion variations in manufacture. 

Further corrections are made after the first 
print is made from a given transparency. If the print 

is too green then the color of the next print may be cor- 

rected, by removing yellow and. cyan filters or by adding 

a magenta filter. Magenta is complementary to green. 

It is better to subtract filters than to add. them to the 

optical system as too many filters will reduce the light 

transmitted. Too many filters will also add diffusion. 

Exposure must be increased by a factor of 1.1 for each 

filter of the 23, 33 and 43 series and. a factor of 1.2 

for each filter of the 24, 34 and 44 series. Exposure 



must be increased by a factor of 1.4 for each filter of 

?, 35 and 45 serios and a factor of 1.0 for each 

filter of the 2 and. 3 series. 
There re also other filters to consider, It is 

desirable to have a 13V-161' filter in the optical system 

to reduce the effect of ultraviolet lieht. Infrared. 

absorbini class is needed if the on1arginí system does 

not dissipate heat readily. fis. General Electric No. 212 

enlariri lamp is recommended. for the enlarger (8 , p.55). 

The lamp should. be operated at 115 volts. If the voltage 

varies differences in color balance will occur in the 

color print (28, p.1-2). A commercial laboratory 

has developed a printing system which reduces the number 

of' filters required by controlling color balance with 

voltage variations to the eniuging lamp (26, p.110-115). 

The nsco Color Compensating Filters for Printon are 

described in (3, p.1-2) and in (8, p.53-60). The use 

of 11 or more filters makes this a complicated system 

for obtaining color balance. 
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COLOR WHEEL 

Phis wheel illustrates the relationships between 

meenta, yellow and. cyan Ansco Color Compensating Filters 

for Printon (8, .b8). Colors &temetrically opposed. are 

complementary to each other. 
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EASTMLN FTAC1OL; COLOR FILN 

GEI'TERAI DE3ChIPTION. Ektachrome is a multi-layer 

color film having d.ye couplers incorporated. lirectly in 

the emulsion layers. Only one color developer is needed. 

to produce three different dye images in the three light- 
sensitive layers. The design of this film is based on 

subtractive color theory. Its physical structure is mueh 

like that of .Ansco Color Film, but some of the reagents 

used in development are different. Eastman does not pub- 

lish or describe these chemicals in the gener1 photo- 

graphic 11terture. However, Ektaohroiìe deve1opiw kits 
are available so that anyone may mix his own solutions 

and develop Ektachrome positive color transparencies for 

hirseif. Eastman will not develop Ektachrome for the 

amateur, but there are smaller enterprises that will do 

Ektachrome developing l'or a reasonable fee. Ektachrome 

is available in Tungsten or Daylight types and has an 

A speed of 8 (10, p.6'-68). 
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EKTAIt OME PR O CESS ING PRO CEDURE 

1. First Developer. Develop 15 minutes O 
F. 

Agitate few seconds every 2 minutes. 

2. Rinse. 1 minute in rimniìz weter at 63° F. 

3. Hardener. 5-10 minutes at 68° F. Agitate every 
2 minutes. oom lichts may be turned on after 
3 minutes and left on for all fo1lowin steps. 

4. Reversal txposure. Ipose each side for 5 seconds 
at 1. foot from a I. 1. floodlamp. Do not wash 
until after exposure. 

5. Wash. 5 minutes in rwmin water at 68° F. 

6. Color Develqper. 25 minutes at 68° F. 
Aíitcte a few seccnds every 2 minutes. 

7. tash. 5 mInutes in runnIng water st 65° F. 

8. Clear. S minutes at 68° F. Îitate gently. 
The same bath is used. in step PO. 11 

9. L.i.nse. 1 minute in rimning water at 68° Ii. 

10. Bleach. 10 mInutes at (38° F. Agitate n fe'v seconds 
every 2 minutes. 

11. Rinse. I minute In running water at Y'. 

12 Fix. S minutes et 68° F. with agitation. 

13. Wash. 10 minutes in running water at 68° F. 

14. 2L Dry at room temperature in dust-free space. 

Do not dIp hands in color developer or bleaching 

bath. These two baths contain reagents that are poison- 



In workirij with color film developing solutions 

it is important to avoid. contsminstion of one solution 

by another. ¶anks anl contniners must be cleaned care- 

fully. Color developer and bleachiri solutions have a 

short life and should not be stored more than two weeks. 

The other solutions nay be stored longer. Partially 

used. solutions do not keep well. Better results are 

obtained. if no solutions are kept for riere than one week. 

The roeents usen. in color d.evelopiní solutions are in- 

herertly more untab1e than those used in black and 

white photography. 

It ma be soon from the outline of processing 

procedure for Ektaobrorae that the silver images are 

removed with the aid of bleaching and fixing baths just 

as in the cese of .Ansco Color Film and Printon. The dye 

imagos then become visible and form the fiael picture 

according to subtractive color theory. 
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CEAPT1t VI 

Ài KODCOLOIt FILM 

CEiî,T DE3CLIPTIOP. Kodacolor film producea a 

color negative. The colors in the negative are compie- 

raentry to thoso in the subject photographed. Therefore, 

the color negatives are used to make positive color pic- 

tures called Kodacolor Prints. The amateur is not en- 

couraged to do any of his own printing or procssiní with 

these materials However, tie color neatives may be used 

to make black anö. white prints on regular photographie 

papers. 

Kod.acolor dye images are foruod in a cheialcal re- 

action known as "coupler clovelopmont' In this reaction 

when the developer reacts with silver bromide and forms 

silver, its oxidatioi roduct roaot3 with another chemical 

subsanee known as a "oou;ler" and forras a color compouM 

or d.ye. This occurs in each of the three light-sensitive 
layers of the film. The dyes formed are those of the 

subtractive primaries. 



In the Kodaoolor procese the d.ye couplers in each 

light-sensitive layer are carried in very small globules 
of organic material. The resin globules protect the 

couplers from the gelatine and. the silver bromide. The 

term "protected coupler process" is sometimes used, to 

describe this type of emulsion structure. When a suitable 
developer is used. the oxid.ation product of the develop- 

ing agent penetrates the organic particles and reacts with 
the couplers to form small globules of dyes in the differ- 
ont emulsion layers (19, p.58-60). The color of the dye 

depends on the nature of the coupler. Â Kod.aoolor image 

is not as sharp as a Kodachrome due to the granular strue- 
ture of the emulsion layers (12, p.123). 

Kodacolor film has three light-sensitive layers, 
a yellow filter layer and an emulsion layer producing a 

mask image. The r&isk 1tge improves the final color print, 

but it makes the color negative appear dense. When study- 

ing a Kodacolor negative it must be remembered that a mask- 

ing layer is affecting its appearance and behavior. The 

bottom layer responds to red light, the next layer responds 

to green light and the following layer is a nsk1ng layer 

forming negative silver images of the dyes produced in the 

red-sensitive and green-sensitive emulsions. There is a 

yellow filter layer on top of the mask emulsion. The 
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mask emulsion is covered. by a blue-sensitive emulsion 

layer. 
Upon color d.eveloçxnent a cyan dye is formed in 

the red-sensitive layer, a megenta dye is formed. in the 

green-sensitive layer and. a yellow dye is formed. in the 

'lue-sensitive layer. The final d.ye image is negative 

in terms of' light and. d.ark and. is also made of colors 

complementary to those in the or1inal subject. Koda- 

color negatives re used to make Kodacolor prints. The 

print paper has an emulsion structure similar to that of 

the color negative. The processing is done by the Eastman 

Company. prints have brilliant, but inaccurate 

color rendition. The film is not designed for a critical 
market. Kod.acolor film has an ASA speed of 25. 
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CHAPTi VII 

COLOR EGATIVEÍ OM ANSCO COLOR FILE 

COLOR EGATIVE Mfl) COLOR PRINTS. The precedini 

pases hcve been devoted to descriptions of conventional 

method.s of rna1ciz positive color transparencies ai the 

use of these transparencies in making color prints on 

Printon by eonventionl and. much adverbised. methods. 

Kodaoolor was described because it is a color negative 

process used by the Eastman Kodak Company in making oolor 

prints. It is the purpose of the following discussion 

to show that in some oases it is feasible to modify the 

ordinary methods of using &nsoo Color i?ilm, Ektachrome 

and Kod.acolor so that color negatives may be produced 

and. used. to make positive color prints on Printon. The 

Printon process may be changed. and. adapted. to the use 

of color negativos. 

The use of color negatives eliminates the need 

for a black and. white first developer, one stop bath, 

one wash bath, and a second exposure (reversal). In 

some cases one hardening bath may also be eliminated.. 
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Likewise, these same steps may be eliminated in the Printon 

process. 3ince the subtractive color processes are quite 

laborious and complicated, the elimination of the above 

steps results in reducing the time necessary for process- 

ing, in less expense for reagents, in simplifying the 

procedure and in increasing the flexibility of control- 

ling colar balance. Color negatives may also be used to 

make black and white prints on regular photographic print 

paper. 

COLOR NECTI1JES FROM MSCO COLOR FILE. Arisco Color 

Film is designed to produce positive color transparencies. 

ionce, the first problem was to see if uscble color nega- 

tives could be made by modifying the developing procedure. 

It was necessary to determine 1f a color negative could. 

be produced having a density range and. cols satisfactory 

enough to permit the making of positive color prints by 

means of a modified Printon process. since Arisco Color 

Film and Printon are closely related in design and. struc- 

turo, it was hoped. that the two processes could be adapt- 

ed to the color nejat1ve method of making color prints. 

.3ome Ansco Color Film was exposed at AA 10. 

Since it was desired to produce a negative, the first 

developer, short stop, hardener, wash and reversal expo- 

sure were eliminated. The film was processed by starting 



with the oolor developor (step 6, p.10) and. proceding with 

each step theroafter as ¿iven on p.10. In this sequence 

the color developer becomes tìe first developer and. it pro- 

duces both dye and. silver imes. The silver imagos are 

removed by the b]eachirìg bath which converts them into 

compounds that will dissolve out of the emulsion layers 

when the film is put in the fixing bath. At this point 

it might be well to expluin why the colors in the film 

are now complementary to those in the subject that was 

photographed.. 

The top layer in the color film is sensitized to 

blue light, but upon color development this layer will 

produce a yellow dye wherever blue light acted upon it. 
The yellow image is thus cnlemontary to the blue light 

that it recorded. The green-sensitive layer will record. 

green light in terms of a magenta dye and. the red.-sensi- 

tive layer will record. red light in terms of a cyan dye. 

The three dye layers are able to reproduce many complex 

colors by having various densities of yellow, magenta. 

and cyan dyes. In the method just outlined the film is 

not reversed by a second exposure. Therefore, the color 

developer produces complementary dye imges wherever the 

emulsion layers were affected by light. 



The first color negatives produccd. by thi$ method. 

were usable, but there was evid.enoe in the marina1 areas 

(unaffected. by 1iht) that a s1iht amount of oranie-oo1or- 

EXI fog wa created by the oolor developer. The fo d.e- 

rad.ed the color and. d.eoroased the density range of the 

negative. The foß was caused. by the om1s1on of the rir8t 

d.eveloDer und. the reversal exposure. !he first d.oveloper 

is a hi&h energy b1ae and. white d.eveloper which reacts 

on all silver bromide particles affected by 1iht. It also 

reduces fog-produc1n silver bromide particles to silver 

thus d.ecreasin fois production d.urin color d.evelopment 

(12, p. 178). The bleaohix and. f ixin baths remove all 

developed. silver so that in the conventional or reversal 

method of usine Arisco Color Film the fogging difficulty 
does not appear. Because Arisco Color Film and Arisco Print- 

on are very similar the problem of controll1n fo will be 

discussed. in the section on the Color Negative Printon 

Process. 

After meny experiments with variations in proce- 

dure and. fog control the following method of obtaining 

color negatives from Arisco Color Film was developed. 
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COLO1. ETIVE PROCE$SING PROCJDU±E 

To obtiin color negatives, Ânsco Color Film may be 

exposed. in the ordinary way recommended for positive color 

film. Color correction filter$ may be used. if the proper 

exposure allowances are mede (10, p.26-27). The process- 

in solutions have the same formulas as given on p.11-12. 

The first developer (Ansco ;o. 02) is eliminated. The 

addition of beuzotriazole to the color developer will pre- 
vent fog (19, p.37). 

1. Color Developer. Add. 0.06 grams benzotriazole 
per liter. 1evelop 16 minutes at 68° F. ;gitate 
gently first 5 minutes, and every 15 seconds 
thereafter. 

2. Short Stop. i minute at 68° F. with agitation. 

3. Hardener. 4 minutes at 68° F. with agitation. 
Room lights may be turned on for fol1owini steps. 

4. VJash. S minutes in running water at 68° F. 

5. Bleach. 8-10 minutes at 68° F. with agitation. 
6. V/ash. 3 minutes in running water at 68° F. 

7. Fix. 4 minutes at 68° F. with agitation. 

8. asb. 10 minutes in running water at 68° F. 

9. . Wipe gently with clean damp chamois or 
viscose sponge and dry at room temperature in 
dust-free space. 
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.An extra hardening bath and wash may be added af- 

ter the fix if reticulation appears on the film. Reticu- 

lation Is unlikely to occur If bath teriiperatures are kept 

at 68° F. AgitatIon should be gentle. finrl minute 

rinse in a 1 formalin bath will reduce staining and har- 

den the emulsion. 

A brief discussion about making color negatives 

from Ansco Color Film will be found in (7, p.14). 110w- 

ever, the processing method just outlined Is the result 
of independent experiments. be proper amount of the 

anti-fog chemical, benzotriazole, was determIned by a 

series of experiments to discover the proportions needed 

for optimum results. 

It takes ab least 78 minutes to process positive 

color transparencies when the solutions are at 63 . 

When color negatives are made the time is reduced to 56 

minutes. This represents a 32 reduction in time. 2he 

entire procedure is simplified. 2his may be seen by com- 

paring the outlines given on pages lO and 34. 
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CRÄPT VIII 

COLOR NEGATIVE PRINTON PROCE3 

COLOR PRINTS FROM COLOR IiEGATIVES. A color nega- 

tive ray be used to produce a po8itive color print on 

Printon. To do this it is necessary to alter the regular 

Frinton processing procedure. The first developer, short 

stop, wash and reversul exposure sro omitted, Instead, 

the processing begins with the color developer ss the 

first step. bince prints are to be mMe from a color 

negative it is not necessary to use a revers1 exposure 

on the Printon. 

Yhen Printon is exposed to li:ht trrnsmitted 

throwjh a color negative its dye imes will permit light 

of various colors to reach the Printon emulsion larers. 

For example, blue light from the original subject is 

recorded in the blue-sensitive layer of the color ne- 

tive as a yellow dye imnge. When the negative is in an 

enlarger yellow light will pass through the yellow dye 

layer. This light will ac on the red-sensitive and 

green-sensitive emulsions of the Printon. 
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When the exposed Printon i p1ace. directly in the 

color developer, i cyan dye will be forrne in the red- 

sensitive layer and. a menta dye will be formed in the 

treen-sensitive layer. The silver imrges nre bleached out 

end. rornoved The magenta and. cyan dye image$ reproduoe a 

blue color simulating the blue of the originel subjeet. 

.'agenta is red ana. blue; oyen is blue nd creen. he red. 

and. green are mutually exclusive, therefore only blue light 
is transmitted. Other colors may be reproduced in a simi- 

lar manner. Hence, a color negative racy be used to pro- 

duce a positive color int on Printon 1f the processing 

methods are modified. For want of a better name this meth- 

od of using Printon will be designated the Color Eegative 

Printon PrOCeSS." 

Tests were made to check the feasibility of the 

print-making method just outlined. At this point no at- 

tempt was made to control color balance. A color negative 

wes inserted in the enlargex and test strips were made on 

a sheet of Printon. The Printon was processed by begin- 

ning with the color developer as the 1irst step (stop 5, 
p.].?) and continuing through the regular procedure. 

positive color print resulted., but it was of very poor 

quality because of an over-all orange-red. fog. 
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The fo was very noticable in the high 1iht an 

mìrgina1 areas of the Printori. The fog was so dense as to 

make the whole ideR of color prints from color negatives 

as di.seuesed. in this paper thpractic2]. , unless means could 

be found to reduce the formation of fo by the color devel- 

oper Dye colors in the print were obscured and à.egr&d.ed 

by the fog. It al$o reded. the reflectance density range 

of the Printon so that it appeared flat end. lifeless. 

Experiments were made at this point on Printon as well as 

Ansco Color Filr processing methods and solutions to deter- 

raine whether there was any simple method of reducing fog 

formation in the color developer. 

MITI-FOG EPE:I1ENTS. In the color negative 

Printon process an orange-red fog appeared on the color 

print. This indicated that the first developer (step 1, 

p.17) and. the reversal exposure used. in the regular pro- 

cessing of Printon prevented the formation of fog. Víhen 

the first developer and reversal exposure re omitted the 

fog-producing particles of silver bromide are not control- 

led and the color developer reduces these particles while 

the normally exposed silver bromide ratns are being de- 

veloped. Both silver and dye images are produced. 



The b1eachín beth reiroves the zuvor duc to the dovoloped 

fogiwj particles, hut the dye inwes remtth to obzcurc 

the high lights and the re1 dye ìes of the color print. 
In the conventional method of f inihin rinton 

by reversl, the fogging particles are first reduced by 

very high energy first developer and. then tiie silver iß 

rerioved by the blenchin mnd fixiní solutions. Fo unwanted. 

dye is produced. The first developer also contains sodium 

suiphite and sodium thiocyante (see p.11). These corn- 

pounds are silver solvents which furth reduce the pos- 

siblilty of foggir. It must be remembared. that Printon 

was designed to be used as a reverssl material and that 

some difficulty must be expected if the iehod of its use 

is chaneed. 

The first anti-foe experiments were made to test 

the action of the reagents in the Ansco Printon first 

developer. special solution was prepared using all the 

resgents except the metal and. hd.roq.uinone d.ovolopin.g 

eients. The same weights per liter were used. as given on 

p.11. . sheet of Printon was exposed to 1iht passeL 

through a color negative. It was than placed in the above 

solution for 1 minutes. This was followed by a wash in 

running water for 4 iiinutes. he ?rinton was then placed 
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in the color ieve1oper for 1 z1nutes. Al). the sucoeed1riî 

steps were to11owe as usual. Path temperatures riere held. 
o 

, The finul print shovied c. definite decrease In 

foe, but lt wns fr:r from boin satisfactory. Various 

irirnersion and. developing tthes iere tried. The fo pro- 

duced seemed to be proportional to length of developing 

time. The experimental anti-foc solution also had an ad.- 

verse affect on color balance. Blue colors viere too domi- 

iiant. 

Similar experiments were made with a paraforraald.e- 

hyde anti-foe bath. A solution of 45 grams per liter of 

water was prepared. and as a first Various 

immersion times were tried. followed by a wash in ate and. 

then by colox development. ¶2h'e was some reduction in 

foe, but the color balance was disturbed because the re- 

maining fo had. a yellow color. The emulsion speed of the 

Printon was also reduced. 

Other anti-Co solutions that were used, in these 

experiments are given as follows: 

1. Standard color developer plus ? grams of 1a$CN 
and 5 grams KF3r per liter. 
Orange-red. fog produced. 
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. Standard color deve1oer plus 10 grams of KBr 
per liter. 

Fog reduced, but emulsion speed much dooreesed. 

3. standard color developer plus 95 grams of Ir 
per liter. 

Little fog and. little disturbance of color. 

4. Standord color developer plus 4 grams of para- 
formaldehyde por liter. 

Fog reduced, but greet loss of color and emulsion 
speed. 

5. Standard color developer plus 19 grams of Na2SO3 
per liter. 
Fog reduced, over-all yellow color. 

6. Standard color developer plus 8 grams of TTaIISO4 
per liter. 
Fog reduced, pH of developer is changed. 

7. Standard color developer plus 107 grams of Ia?CO3 
per liter. 

Fog redue ed., emulsion speed and. color balance 
not affected very muob. 

8. Standard color developer plus 2 tablets of 
Eastman's IÌo. 1 anti-fog agent per liter. The 
same as 0.058 grams of benzotriazole per liter. 

Very little fog, no apparent loss in emulsion 
speed and no sharp change in color balance. 

9. Standard color developer plus 80 cc stock solu- 
tion of Eastman's No. 2 anti-fog agent per liter. 
This is 6-nitrobenzimidazole-nitrate. Described 
in Foes (p4, p.459-46O). 

Very little fog, but deoreased emulsion speed 
and. disturbed color balance. 
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In all the precediní oases test strips were made 

on Printon by exposing it to light transmitted. through a 

color negative. The strips were then processed to give 

a positive color print. The Eastman o. i anti-fog ageitt 

gave the best results so further tests were mde to deter- 

mine the quantity of benzotriazole needed for the best 

control of fogging. In the case of Arisco Printon color 

developer No. 652 this was found to be 3 tablets of 

Eastman's No. i anti-fog aßent per liter of solution. 
This is equivalent to 0.083 grains of benzotriazole per 

liter. These same proportions were found satisfactory 

when making color negatives from Arisco Color Film and 

using Arisco Color Film developer No. 605. 

The use of henzotriazolè offered the easiest and 

most effective method of controlling fog. It is only 

necessary to add this reagent to the color developer solu- 

tion. Benzotriazole does not seem to have any adverse 

affects on color development with Arisco color developers. 

Neither color film or Printon should be dipped in and out 

of the color developer solution as this will ceuse fog 

due to action of oxygen in the air (13, p.43-44). It is 

better to agitate these riaterials during color develop- 

ment without exposing to the air. 
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COLOR IEGATI VE Ph I NTO PRO CSI NG PRO CEDtIRE 

The exposure of Printon and its adaptation to color 

negtives will be discussed. in Chapter X. The developing 

proced.ure is very similar to that given for color neetives 

from Ansco Color Film on p.34. Printon processini formulas 

ai'e given on p.18-i9. The first developer (Ansco :o. 502) 

is eliminsted. Fog is reduced by the benzotriazole added 

to the color developer. Printon will yield positive color 

prints from color negctives when processed as follows: 

1. Color Developer. Add 0.09 grams benzotriazole 
per liter. Develop 12 minutes at 68° F. Agitate 
gently first 5 minutes, and a few seconds every 
minute thereafter. 

2. Ehort i minute at 680 F. with agitation. 

3. Hardener. 4 minutes at 68° F. with agitation. 
Loom lights may be turned on for following steps. 

4. Vash. 5 minutes in running water at 680 F. 

5. Bleach. 3-5 minutes at 68° F. with agitation 

6. Yash. 4 minutes in running water at 68° F. 

7. Fix. 4 minutes at 68° F. with agitation. 

8. Vash. 10 minutes in running water at 68° F. 

9. Dr'. Dry et room temperature in dust-free space. 
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Aitrtion should be gentle. Reticulation is un- 

likely to occur if bath temperatures are kept at 68° F. 

Temperatures 's high as F. may be used in Printon 

developing if the time is reduced properly (8, p.63-66). 

A final minute rinse in o 1 formalin bath will reduce 

staining and harden the emulsion. Occasionally stains 

are created by impuro water or poor developing technique. 

Crabtree and Henn (9, p.201-209) offer a number of solu- 

tions to various staìning problems. 

It takes at least 68 minutes at 60° F. to process 

Printon by the reversal method. Vhen color negatives are 

used this time is reduced to 4 minutes. This is a 34 

reduction in time. The processing procedure is simpli- 

fied because the reversal method of making color prints 

on Printon is not needed when using color noatives. 
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CHÂPTE I! 

COLOR NEGATIVES F}OV EM3TMAN CTC}OE 

AiTI-FOG Pi(IMTrrS. The first experiments in 

rnking Ektachrome color neítives ind.icated. that the omis- 

sion of the first deve1oper and. the reversol exposure 

caused a very strong over-all creen fo to form on the 

film. After repeating the anti-fog experiments on Ekta- 

chrome thst were tried on Ansco Color Film and Printon 

as described on p.40-41, lt was decided to try other me- 

thods. Ektachrome did not respond well to any of these 

anti-fogin reegents. In ceses where fog was reduced. 

there were also great changes in emulsion speed. and color 

balance. 
Pfter a nwrber of trials the followini method of 

controlling roe; was evolved.: 

Anti-g Bath. 

Potassium thiocyanate. .. . ................ .0.5 grams 

1astman's }o. 2 Anti-fog agent, 
6-nitrobenzimidazole-nitrate.. ........ ... 1.2 grams 
V!ater to nake..........................., i liter 
Wash Ektachrome film in this solution 5 mInutes at 
68° F. before color development. Idd 1. grain of KBr 
por liter to color developer as an anti-fog agent 
(17, p.l27). 
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COLOR lEGJTIVE PROCESSING PROCEDURE 

To obtain color negatives, Ektachrome may be ex- 

posed in the manner recommended for positive color trans- 

parencies (10, p.65-68). The first developer and the 

reversc1 exposure ore omitted. 

1. nti- Bath. 5 minutes at 68° F. with 
agita t Ion. 

2. Wash. 3 minutes in running water at 68° F. 

3. Color Developer. Add. i gram KBr per liter. 
Develop 25 minutes at 68° F. Agitate gently 
every 2 minutes. 

4. Wash. 5 minutes in running water at 68° F. 

5. C].er. 5 minutes at 68 F. Agitate gently. 
{The same solution is used. in step 11). 
Room lights may be turned on for following steps. 

8. Vash. 1 minute in running water at 68° F. 

7. Bleach. 10 minutes at 68° F. Agitate every 
2 mInutes. 

8. Vïash. 4 mInutes in running water at 68° F. 

9. 5 minutes at 68° F. with agitation. 

10. V/ash. 5 minutes in running water at 68° F. 

11. Harden. 5 mInutes at 68° F. with agitation. 

12. Wash. 5 minutes in running water at 68° F. 

13. Dry at room temperature in dust-free space. 
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Ektachrorae emulsion lcjers are usually more durable 

than those of Ansco Color Film. When reticulation d.oes 

occur in either material, it is w3ually first noticeable 

in the steps followilk; the bleaoMi bath. The best way 

to avoid reticulation is to keep bath temperatures at 68° 

F., makiní cure that aitat ion is ¿enti. The complex 

struoturo of subtractive color film materials does not 

permit any roih treatment. 

The oharaoteristcs of Ektachrome color negatives 

are different from those made of Ansco Color Film. The 

former have a density range up to 1.2 as measured by a 

Haynes K-2 ilarginí Photometer (16, p.102-108). Arisco 

Color Film color negatives have a density rare up to .1 

when meesured by the same method. The Haynes Enlarging 

Photometer measures the density range of a negative placed 

in an enlarger and evaluates the quantity of light trans- 

mitted to the print material placed on the enlarger easel. 

The contrast of Ektachrome color negatives may be 

increesed by over-development. However, over-development 

is not very practical as it causes an increase in tog. 

The color developer solution gives be3t results when fresh- 

ly uìde. The ingredients for the developing solutions 

may be obtrined in the form of Ektachrome Processing Kits. 



CIitPTER X 

COLOR IEGJTIVES A!JD PRfl1TON COLOR PRflTT 

COLOR BALANCE. Color netives may be used to 

make oolor prints on Printon if it is not processed as a 

reversal material. The theory involved in adaptiz Ansco 

and Eastman color materials, originally designed to pro- 

duce positive color transparencies and prints by the re- 
versal principle, has already been discussed in previous 

peses ci' this paper. The subtractive color filter system 

or controlling color balance for ?rinton color prints has 

also been described. After the problems or changing the 

developiri and processing procedures for Ansco Color Film, 

Printon and. Ektachrome were resolved to the point where 

they could be used. to m&e color negatives and color 

prints the next difficulty appeared. This was the problem 

of controlling color balance in the final prints. 
The problem of obtaiuin. color balance appears in 

every stase of the process of photiographin a sub,ect in 

color and finally reprod.ucin a picture of the subject 

i.t a color print. There are many variables that affect 
color balance. 
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SOME FACTORS AFFECTING COLOI BALACE 

1. Color of oriina1 subject photoraph&t. 

. Lighting of oriina1 subject. 

3. Optical system of camera thcluding filters. 
4. FaIlure of reciprocity lw (17, p.51-57). 

5. Typo of color material used. 

6. Lewth of developrnent tthe. 
7. Temporatu.re of processing solutions. 

8. Agitation thiriwj processing. 

9. Contamination of prooessin solutions. 

10. Fortnilas o processing solutions. 

11. Ae of processing solutions. 

12. Fog associated with image development. 

13. Optical system of enlarger. 

14. Voltage of light source in enlarger. 

15. Age of light source in enlarger, 

16. ature of filters used, to control color balance. 

17. Fading of dyes used to form images. 

18. Type of illumination used tr vïew color print. 

19. Psychological factors ii color vision. 



number of these varab1es may be controlled by 

fo1lowin instructions ana. standardizing procedure. Some 

of the factors affecting 3olor balance may be made con- 

stant for a given situation. For example, the optical 

systems of a given camera and enlarger may be regarded 

as constant for a considerable time. Factors such as 

voltage, temperature and. tine may be easily estblished 

n.e constants. In this manner the number of variables 

affecting color balance may be reduced. 

Another aid in securing color balance is the use 

of color compensating filters when making the original 
exposure with the camera (10, p.26-27). For example, 

Eastman's CC-45 cyan filter often improves the repro- 
duction of yellow or groen subjects in color negatives 

made from Ansco Color Film. These filters are obtainable 

in yellow, magenta, cyan, red., green and. blue series. 
About seven degrees of density are available for each 

color. Since these serles of filters are expensive be- 

cause of their great number, one may decide they are not 

a practical answer to color balance problems. However, 

a number of effects may be worked out with only three 
filters of the entire group. 
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These filters ei'e the CC-25, CC-35 and. the CC-45. 

Their colors re yellow, rnaeenta and. cyan. They may be 

useti. in pairs in front of the camera lens to obtuin other 

color corrections. When used, in paire, yellow and mesen- 

ta will transmit red; yellow and cyan will transmit creen; 

zìaenta and. cyan will transmit blue. It Is possible to 

obtain six color corrections with only three subtractive 

color filters. The use of more than two filters in front 

of a camera lent; Is not advisable because there is a loss 

of image quality when extra elements are added to the lens 

system. 

Color temperature meters are available that enable 

one to use color compensating filters more systematically. 

However, it is possible to use color correction filters 

effectively without special meters if the instructions 

accompanying color film materials are followed carefully. 
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PEtINT0r: COLOR COPENsÌTIIa FILTEhS. Ansco fi..u'ni3h- 

es a set of eleven e1ìtine foil filters that re especially 

designed to aid iii controlling Printon color balance. They 

hnve been described. on p.20-22 of this pRper. However, it 

is necessery to ad.d a few notes rerdiní their use with 

color neeatives. The filters come in three colors, yellow, 

mnenta arid. oyen. These colors aro often called the sub- 

traotive priraaries. If these elattne foil filters are 

used in a position between the enlarger lamp and the color 

negative they do not tend to diffuse the projected image. 

In the Omego D II enlarger they may be inserted in a spe- 

head that places the filters between the light 

source and the condenser lens system. The diagram on the 

next page indicates some of the positions in which filters 
may be used in an enlarger. 

Eince these are subtractive filters a number of 

them may be used in the enlarger at the same time. A 

large variety of color effects may be obtained in this 

way. Color prints may be made on Printon with a single 

exposine when subtractive filters are used to control 

color balance. 
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E}LARGER OPTICAL 3YSTEM 

This diagram illustratea the optical system of the 

Omega D II enlarger. A speoial color head permits Ansco 

Color Compensating Filters to be placed between the light 

source and. the condenser lenses. This filter position 

causes the least diffusion of the projected image. 



It is necessary to think in terms of complementary 

colors when work1n with color ncgatives. For example, if 
it is d.esired. to intensify yellow in the Printon color 

print more blue lieht must be used in the Printon exposure. 

To et more blue light, cyan and. mc,genta filter foils are 

addeì to the optical system of the cn1arer. The relatior- 

ships between various complementary colors are shown by 

the color wheel on p.3. This diagram is very useful when 

visualizing color corrections. Vhenever a given color is 

to be intensified in the print, filters complementary to 

that color must be added to the enlarger. The same effect 

may also be obtained by removing filters that are the same 

color as the color to be intensified. cposure factors 

for Ansco Color Compensating Filters are given on p.2l-. 
The three emulsions of a multilayer color film 

or color print material have a number ot inherent char- 

acteristics that affect color balance (20, p.7'8-753). 

Differences in emulsion sensitivity and gradation often 

create problems in color balance that can not be cor- 

rected by filters alone. tasking is sometimes used to 

compensate for the deficiencies of the dyes used in turco- 

color photography (23, p.1-3). These factors a000unt for 

sorne of the difficulties associated with making color 

prints. 



EXPOSURE OF PRIrTOi. Printon is not reversed, when 

it is used, to make color Drints from color negatives A 

shadow area in a color negative has a very low density. 

It transmits moro light to the Printon than do the other 

areas of the negative. That area of the Printon receiving 

the most light develops the greatest density in the print 

and thus corresponds to the original shadow area. This 

action is similar to that which occurs when bleak and. 

white negatives are used. to make prints. 

It is best to make test strips when first deter- 
miniig expostres for Printon. The test strip may be tlivid.- 

ed. into several parts with exposures of 1, 2, 4, 8, 16 and 

32 seconds, or of 1, 4, 16 and. 64 seconds. Other cond.i- 

tions such as filters, voltage, f-stop anO. development 

should. be held constant. When a suitable expos,ire is found. 

the conditions associated with it should. be noted. Filters 

in the enlarger may then be varied 1f the proper filter 

factors are used. By following this method it is possible 

to establish the conditions accompanying a good color print 

so they may be recalled when needed.. Test strips may also 

be correlated with enlarging photometers. The Haynes K-2 

enlarging photometer was used in the Printon experiments 

described in this paper. 



The Haynea K-2 "rease-$pot" photometer has two 

rheostat control t1a1s. The small liQi t marked with nuxn- 

bers raring from 20 to 70. These numbers rpreent paper 

speeds. For example, a printing paper with a speed. of 30 

needs only half as rueh exposure time as a papor with e 

eed of 40 whor other conditions are constant. r2he other 

alal Is marked. with tiue unite ranin from i second. to 

30 minutes. This type of photometer may be used. to find 

exposure time after the speed of a given printing material 

hes been determined experimentally. 

When a successful Printon color print has been 

made by the test strip method the color negative end the 

enlerger ed.justnts are left undisturbed. The photometer 

is then placed. on the easel so that a thin shadow ares of 

the negative is projected ori the grease spot. The pointer 

on the time dial is set on the number corresponding to the 

exDosure in seconds found necessary to make t good. print. 

The small pper speed knob is then adjusted until the 

greese spot is balanced out or matches the tone of the 

surrounding area. The pointer on the paper speed dial 

will now indicate the speed of the 2rintori. This setting 

may now be used to determine exposure times for Printon 

under other enlergin conditions. 



The speeds foim1 in this vay ;houJÁ be chocked eaoh 

tir2e new packaje of Prthton is u3ed.. This is necessary 

beouse some variions in emulsion speed occur .ue to 

manuThotiirir oon.tion Printon was fouM to have emu1- 

si.on spee(ìS ÏWiW frOIfl 40 to 70 when it was not reversed.. 

When reversed. Printon had. a speel. o about 00 as d.otermined. 

by the Haynes system (le, p.108-ill). In the Haynes system 

f designating emulsion speed.s an emulsion with a speed. of 

70 is twice as fast as an emulsion having a speed. of 80. 

The color n tive methoOE of making color prints on Printon 

makes it possible to use higher emulsion speeds (21, p.357). 

Some of this gain in emulsion speed. may be lost when anti- 

fog chemicals are added to the developer solution (25, 

p. 145-146). 

If the proper Printon speed nwber is used. an en- 

larging photometer will give correct exposure times for a 

color negative print on Printon. Exposures may be quickly 

found. for any degree of enlargement. The photometer will 

also oompenste for any color correction filters placed. 

in the optical system of the enlarger. 
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CHAPTER XI 

COLOR EGATIVE A PRflJTON CA'PLE 

E:LM(GIlG ECUIP?!E1IT. An Omega D II enlarger was 

used to make the Printon color prints from the color nega- 

tives descr1bed in this chapter. The en1arer was equip- 

ped. with e color head. which permitted the easy interchaie 
of e1atine foil Ansco color oompensatinhj filters. These 

filters were used. to control the color balance of the color 

prints. An Arisco UV-16P ultraviolet filter and an Ansco 

heat absorbini glass were also mounted. in the color head. 

The Omega D II color head makes it possible to place fil- 
's between the en1arer light source and. the adjacent 

ondenser lens. When in this position, the filters cause 

very little diffusion in the image projected from the color 

negative. The Cenerai Electric Io. 212 enlargiiig lamp was 

operated at 11 volts to prevent variations in color bal- 

ance. 

Printon about to be exposed was placed in a Graphic 

4 by 5 inch film holder. This offered a convenient means 

of protecting the Printon from stray light. afelights 

were not used. because Printon is very light-sensitive. The 

lens used was en f 4. 105mm Kodak Projection Anastigmat. 
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COLOR PRINTS FROî ÂNSCO COLOR NEGATIVE 

Color Negative o. i., Exhibit A 

Title: Vater Towers 

Film: Ansco Positive Color Film (Daylight) 

Film Speed.: ASA 10 

Lighting: Bright winter sunlight 

Exposure: 1/50 second at f 5.6 

Camere: 1okuoh-sha 6 by 9cm Recomer 

Lens: f 4.5 105mm zeiss Teaser with Compu.r shutter 

Filters: none 

Development: Processed as a color negtive by the 
method described on p.34 

Color Print No. 1, Exhibit B 

Title: Water Towers 

Print atorial: Ansco Color Printon 

Haynes Speed.: 70 (Haynes K-2 Photometer) 

Lnlrger: Omega D II as described on p.58 

Filters: UV-16P, herit absorbing glass, 
Cyan 44 and 45 Magenta 34 and. 35 

Exposure: 6 seconds at f 4.5 

Development: Processed to make a positive color 
print by the method described on p.43 
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Color Iegative o. 2, Exhibit A 

Title: Fruit 

Film: Ansco Positive Color Film (Dnylight) 

Film Speed: ASA 10 

Lighting: Bright winter sunlight 

Exposure: 1/2 second at f 22 

Camera: hokuoh-sha 6 by 9cm 1ecomar 

Lens: f 4.? lOFmm Zeiss Tessar with Compur shutter 

Filters: Kodak CC15 

Development: Processed. as a color negative by the 
method. described on .34 

Color Print Io. 2, Exhibit B 

Title: Fruit 

Print ITaterial: Arisco Color Printon 

Haynes Speed.: 70 (Haynes K-2 Photometer) 

Enlarg: Omega D II as described on p.8 
Filters: UV-16P, heat absorbing glass, 

Cyan 45, T.agentn 30 

Exposure; 18 seconds at f 4. 

Development: Processed. to make a positive color 
print by the method described. on p.43 
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COLO: PRINT EKTACHROME COLOR NEGATIVE 

Color negative Eo. 3, Exhibit A 

Title: Figurines 

Film: Eastman Ektachrome (Tungsten) 

Film $pee: ASA lo 

Lighting: Cenerai Electric OO watt 3OO K lamp 
3 foot from sithject 

Exposure: seconds a f 16 

Cernera: Rokuoh-sha 6 by 9cm Recoar 

Lens: f 4.5 105mm :eiss Tesstir tith Compur shutter 

Filters: none 

Development: as a color negative by the 
method described on p.46 

Color Print ro. 3, Exhibit B 

Title: Figurines 

Print aterial : Ansco Color Printon 

Haynes Jpeed.: 40 (ilaynes K-? Photometer) 

Enlerger: Omega D II as described on .8 
Filters: UV-16P, heat absorbing glass, 

Cyan 44 and 45, Jagenta 34 and 35 

Exposure: 9 seconds at f 4.5 

Development: Processed to make a positive color 
print by the method described on p.43 



COLOR PhINT FROM KODACOLOR NEGATIVE 

Color retive I'Io 4, chibit A 

Title: FlOWerß 
Film: Eastman Kodacolor (Daylight) 

Film Speed: ASA 25 

Liht1zi: Bright winter sunlight 

Exposure: 1/10 second at f 16 

Camera: hokuoh-sha 6 by 9cm Recoinar 

Lens: f 4.5 105un Zeiss Teaser with Compur shutter 

Development: Processed by the Eastman Kodak Company 

Color Print No. 4, Exhibit B 

Title: flowers 

Print Material: Arisco Color Printon 

Haynes Speed.: 50 (Haynes K- Photometer) 

Enlarger: Omega D II as described on p.58 

Lens Setting: f 4.5 

Filters and Exposure: Wratten primary filters used 
separately to .emonstrate nature of dye images 

F-29 (red) 20 seconds, produces cyan image 
N-61 (green) 5 , magenta image 
C4-49 (blue) 30 p' yellow image 
Bottom strip is combination of all dye images 

Development: Processed to make a positive color 
print by the method described on p.43 

Color Print 1o. 5, chibit B 

Kod.acolor print from Color Negative No. 4 
Processed by the Eastman Kodak Company 
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DISCUS3IO} OF RESULT3. The Ansco color negr.tives 

possess the most brilliance and contrìst. The emulsion 

characteristics of Ansco Color Film and Printon are very 

similar. Therefore, the Ansco color negitives made it 
possible to obtain color prints with better color balance. 

The emulsion speed, of Ansco Color Film is incro.sed when 

lt Is used. to make color negatives by omitting reversal. 
However, some of the increase in speed is lost if anti- 
fog agents are ad,ded. to the color developer (21, p.35?). 

This effect was also noticed when reversal was omitted in 

processing Printon and Ektachrome. 

The Ansco Color Filn end Ektachrome emulsions were 

found to be very sensitive to slight temporatiwe changes 

in the processing solutions. hoticulation occurred Cre- 

quently when bath tnperatures differed by 4° F. or more. 

Hence, all color negative processing solutions and wter 
rinses were held at 68° F. The Printon emulsion is more 

durable. It may be processed in solutions varying from 

65 to 750 F. if the development time is varied properly. 

Eince the emulsions are fragile the best processing ro- 

suits were obtained with frequent, but gentle agitation. 

Lack of agitation will retard development and cause some 

spotting (17, p.l13-114). 



It; is more diffioii1t to make Ektachrome color nega- 

tives. Omission of the normal reversal causes denso f o 

to accompany color d.evelopment. Phis was remediel by the 

anti-fog treatment described. on p.45. Ektachrome color 

developer ages very quickly. If the d.eveloper solution is 

more than four days old. noticeable changes occrn in the 

color rendition when colar negatives are developed.. Cyan 

neíetiye imeges seem to be the first to suffer in this 

respect. Therefore, red colors are pooriy rendered. in the 

final color print. Color Negative ITo. 3 wis developeö. In 

fresh solutions, but the cyan dye imees that represent 

red. sre not very satisfactory. The figurines in Print 

ITo. 3 have lost some red in various areas due to this de- 

fect in Ektachrome color negatives. Ektachrome color nega- 

tives tend, to have less eontrast thon those mode from Ansco 

Color Film. If an attempt is made to gain contrast by 

longer development fogging is increased. The Ansco Color 

Film did. not fog as much as Ektachrome film. 

Color Iegative Fo. 4 (Kodacolor) was processed. by 

the Eastman Kodak Company. Kodacolor negatives do not 

print well on Printon since they ore designed to be used. 

with o. special Kodacolor print paper. Kodacolor film con- 

tains a masking layer in its emulsion that reduces con- 

trast and. has some effect on color balance. 
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Color ?rint I.To. 4 wa exposed. throwh primary fil- 
ters (ad.d.itive) to illustrate the nature of the three dyes 

use(1 in the Printon emulsion. The bottom strip of this 

print is the result obteined when the cyan, mwenta and 

yellow dye im8.gea are superimposed. To attain this the 

bottom strip was given three consecutive exposures through 

the red, green and blue filters. The exposure time trough 

each filter was the same as that used. to expose the sep- 

a.rte dye irnses. The resulting color print is not satis- 

factory although it is the best one obtained while experi- 

meting with a nuriber of different filter exposure ratios. 

Experiinentd prints nade with the regular Arisco color corn- 

pensatiwj filters (subtractive) were not any better. 

Kodacolor negatives do not produce satisfactory color 

prints on Printon by the sole use of methods described in 

this paper. 

Printon color prints obtained, from Kodacolor nega- 

tives have poor color rendition and. low contrast. Color 

Print ro. 5 is a Kodacolor rint processed by the Eastman 

Kodak Company. It is printed froi Color Negative No. 4. 

This print has more brilliance and contrast than the color 

prInt made on Printon. However, the color rendition of 
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the Eastman print is not any more correct than that of the 

Frinton print. There were no white flowers in the original 

subject. Part of the f e.ult may be with the original ex- 

posure of Kod.acolor negattve, but a number of other Kod.a- 

color prints used in these experiments revealed the same 

lack of color balcnce. The Kodacolor negatives used in 

the color negative experiments described here did not give 

good color rendition on either 'inton or Kodacolor print 

nateriel. 
Color negatives mede from Misco Color Film gave 

the best over-all results in makin color 

Printon. A further advrtge is the fact 

the seme solutions may be used in. process 

Pegos 18 and 19 list the solutions needed 

products. 

LIMIT.TIONS OF PRINTON. Al though 

prints on Arisco 

that some of 

Ing both materials. 
for the Arisco 

Printon is being 

improved constantly it still possesses certain limitations 

which interfere with good. color rendition (22, p.4?-49). 

The dyes obtained by color development processes are not 

neArly as good as imbibition dyes or carbro pigments ac- 

cording to Lerner (.1, p.357). The latter have more bru- 

liance and. better spectral qualities. Color negatives may 

be used to make imbibition prints by a method outlined by 
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ymrnes (7, p.50). It panchromatlo matrix film we avail- 
able imbibitlon or dyo trnsf er odor print in methols could. 

be simplified, by pr1ntth from color netives. 

Anot1er limitation of Trintoz compared. to imbibition 

color prints is the d.iffioulty of controlling color balance 

in the high light areas. The multilayer emulsion on Printon 

reduces the amount of lieht reflected. from ares havii a 

minimuni d.ensity. This effect d.erades print brilliance. 
Printon also suífera from lack of d.ye stability. 

Color prints made of this material will fad.e markedly if 

they are exposed. to ordinary room lighting for several 

weeks. The fading will affect both density and. color bal- 

afee. Consequently, it is better not to expose Printon 

color prints to bricht licht for loi periods of time. 

ADVATAGE5 OF PhITTOi. Color prints may be made 

on Printon from positive color transparencies or color ne- 

gatives. If subtractive color correction filters are used. 

prints may be made with a s1le exposure. The titree dye 

imaßes ori Printon are produced by a single color developer. 

The Printon emulsion records det;i1 clearly without regis- 

tration problems. Color negatives and multilayer emulsion 

color print materials such as Printon are adaptable to mass 

production methods of producing color prints. Their corn- 

parative simplicity makes color photography more attractive 

to amateur photographers. 
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CHÀPTE XII 

s Uff4AR Y 

The purpose of this paDer has been to examine cer- 

tain color photography materials to determine how read.11y 

their uso may be modified. to make color net1ves and 001- 

or prints. The materials studied were: Ansco Color Film, 

Ansco Printon, Eastman Ektachrome and. Eastman Kod.aoolor. 

The first three aro reversal type color materials. Koda- 

color is a color negative film made and. processed by the 

Eastman Kodak Company. Arisco Color Film anI. Ektachrome 

prooessiìig method.s were altered. so that these films could. 

be used. to make color negatives. I3enzotriazole was found 

to be ri effective anti-fog agent wben useti in Ansco Color 

Film and Printon color developer selutions. It vms found 

that rogin in Ektachrome oolor ne&tives could. be eon- 

trolled fairly well by usine potassium thtooyanate and 

6-n1trobenzimidao1e-nitrate in a separate anti-fog bath. 

1'og was further reduced. by dd.thg potassium bromide to the 

Ektachrome color developer. Both reversai and color nega- 

tive processing methods are outlined for the above color 

materials. 



The color noatives oscribe. in this paper were 

used. to make color prints on Printon by a special proce- 

dure in which there is no second eiposure and reverssl. 

The color balemee problems associrited. with color negatives 

and. Printon are outlined. The use of Ansco Color Compen- 

satine Filters to control the color balence of prints made 

from color netives is explained.. 

A nurther of color neßat ives and Printon color 

prints are included for inspection. Ansco Color neijatives 

produred the best over-all results in making color prints 

on Printon. Kodacolor negatives were the least satisfac- 

tory in this respect. Multilayer emulsion rnateriols 

as Printon simplify the makixi of color prints. 2he dyes 

in Printon ere not as satisfactory as those used in other 

color print processes such as the dye transfer method. 

The color negative method of making color prints offers a 

number of advantages: 

1. Fewer processing seps 
2. Fewer proeesing solutions 

3. Reduction in processing time 

4. Faster emulsion speeds may be obtained. than 
with reversal methods 

5. Dre transfer methods for color prints my 
be simplified. 
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EXHIBIT B - COLOR HUNTS

Ho. 1, Water Towers - Prlnton
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EXHIBIT B - COLOR miHTS

Ho. 2, Fruit - Printon
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EXHIBIT B - COLOR Phi.

(*,

Ho. 3, Figurines - Prlnton



EXHIBIT B - COLOR PRINTS

7>,

If-29

H-61

C4-49

F-29

E-61
C4-49

4- pHil^^lBJHflMBtHHI

Ho. 4, Flowers - Prlnton
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EXHIBIT B - COLOR HtlBTS

Ho. 5, Flowers - Ko&aoolor


